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Amano has been knitting ethically handmade and fair trade fashion since 1988. We have
worked with our knitters in Ecuador for over 40 years now and hope to do so for many years
to come. We believe the success of amano is due to great design, wonderful knitters, a lot of
laughter, luck, good food, friendship and a lot more laughter.
This year we have invested in a new alpaca yarn called Mystique. Hand knitting with it allows
us to create garments that are incredibly soft and light. When our model Abi first tried a
sample on she summed it up brilliantly: “Oooh it’s like wearing a cloud..”

“The healthiest response to life is joy.”
— Deepak Chopra
2
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In the town Cristobal Colon, in Carchi a province that borders onto Colombia in northern Ecuador, Merci
Mueces, runs another industrious collection of knitters. The area is dominated by agriculture and knitting is
something that can hugely subsidise the inconsistent income from the land.

Loopy multicoloured alpaca waistcoat Lots of colour and something timeless about this waistcoat, the crazy
character of the loops, combined with strong graphic shapes all hark back to the 60’s, an era of change and
liberation. A love of colour and natural fibres underpin the sustainable and slow fashion ethics that are at the
heart of amano beliefs. Hand knit in northen Ecuador in a fabulous alpaca yarn that is soft, fluffy and light.
2 Sizes: S/M (10-14) M/L (16-18) 21MH252 £250
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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£50v

Portobello Multicoloured Patchwork Open Cardigan: This cardigan can be your very own technicolour dream
coat, thanks to its quirky assortment of textures and shades. It’s a chunky handknit made from specially
sourced Peruvian yarn that wraps you up in a warm, soft hug. A true throw on-and-go style, this piece has
been designed for carefree colour lovers who would much rather stand out than blend in. 21MH241 £239
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Faceted Turquoise Granulation Drop
Earrings
Stunning faceted turquoise and
sterling silver granulation drop
earrings, with a hook fitting. . £108
PE133 T

Portobello Vintage Patchwork Open Wrap Our classic wrap style that combines a vintage look with a
really lovely, soft texture. Cosy and warm, made from pure Peruvian wool, (and of course), hand knit
in Ecuador. 3 Sizes.: Chest S 10-14 108cm M 14-16 124cm L 16-18 140cm Length 75cm to 80cm
21MH241 Multi 		
21MH242 Vintage £239
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Mystique flower alpaca PO Silver: AW19MH54 Silver £250 The wonderful Bre doing what she does.. we were
really lucky to get her and Barnaby to work with us in California. Gives amano the edge back from the 90’s!
Amano is so easy to wear in all age groups.
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Mystique flower alpaca PO Canela: Wide roll neck pullover with Mary Quant style flowers randomly placed on
a bed of soft alpaca. The rich base colour of canela provides a bed for the flowers. Stepped back and front with
side slits for even more ease; comfy to wear around the house, or in provoking envy from friends whilst on a
social! Hand knit in Ecuador, 89% Baby Alpaca 11%Acrylic. 						
3 Sizes Chest S(8-12) 112cm M (12-14) 124cm L (16-18) 136cm
21MH263 Canela 		
AW19MH54 Silver £250
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Sonia’s Mystical multicolour alpaca flower pullover Mystical wide neck pullover with multi coloured flowers
singing out loud. Classic amano shape, with stepped back and slits for luxury and comfort. The aubergine
is rich and strong as a base, to be worn by those who like to wear something different and simply enjoy the
natural aspects of life. Sumptiously soft and light alpaca handknit by the finest knitters in Ecuador.
3 Sizes: Chest: S 10-12 112cm M 14-16 124cm L 18-20 132cm 21MH262 Aubergine £250
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Abi’s multicoloured alpaca flower wrap Wide collared wrap in an array of vibrant colours combined with blocks
of soft champagne and spicey cinnamon; colours, the soft and fluffy nature of our special alpaca yarn mix
together like some heady cocktail of fun, all hand knit, or “shaken” in an assortment of fun.			
2 Sizes: S/M (10-14) M/L (16-18) 21MH265 £350

Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Geo bright boxy PO A classic kind of “hovis” pullover, its boxy shape with a wide roll neck, bright
colours with geo shapes giving loads of timeless style and comfort.The pullover will provoke plenty of
compliments and jumper envy from friends and strangers! 4 Sizes: S(10-12) M(12-14) L(14-16) XL(16-18)
21MH244 £215
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Rainbow left overs vintage PO Vintage coloured rainbow pullover, muted soft colours cleverly arranged to
give depth and subtlety to the pulli. Side splits and a wide neck means the fit is loose and easy. Don Miquel,
our supplier in Ecuador, loves this pullover as it uses up the remnant yarn or left overs.
3 Sizes: S (1012) M (12-14) L (14-16) 21MH239
£215
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Lilliana’s multi coloured alpaca stripe PO: A rolled neck, boxy pullover that has a wonderful cacophony of
colours spiced with the soft fluffy alpaca handknit in northern Ecuador.					
4 Sizes: S (10-12) M (12-14) L (14-16) XL (14-16) 			
21MH270 £260
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“Demand quality, not
just in the products you
buy, but in the life of
the person who made
it.”
-Orsola de Castro

Santa Rosa snood: Circular snood
in amazing colours handknit by
the magicians in Carchi, northern
Ecuador. 136cm x 23cm 21MH266
£70
Santa Rosa Bobble hat: Bobble hat
in amazing colours. Knit in the soft
alpaca in many colours. 21MH267
£45

Turq and Silver Balinese Gran Drops
Sterling silver granulation detail
drop earrings with natural turquoise.
£ PE293 T

Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Santa Rosa’s multicoloured stripes alpaca Wrap: Wide collared wrap in an array of vibrant colours
combined with blocks of soft champagne and spicey cinnamon, colours and the soft and fluffy
nature of our special alpaca yarn mix together like some heady cocktail of fun, all hand knit, or
“shaken” in an assortment of fun. 3 Sizes: S (10-12) M (12-14) L (14-16) 21MH264 £320
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Checkity check alpaca high turtle roll neck PO: A simple design, plaid in grey and cream knit in
the sumptious and dreamy soft alpaca, versatile collar, stepped hem in a boxy style. Hand knit in
northern Ecuador, way up in the mountains, by amazing people.				
3Sizes: S (10-12) M (12-14) L (14-16) 		
21MH260 £250
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Rainbow left overs bright PO Brightly coloured rainbow pullover is boxy, more than it looks here, side splits
and a wide neck means the fit is loose and easy. Don Miquel, our supplier in Ecuador, loves this pullover as it
uses up the remnant yarn or left overs. 		
3 Sizes: S (10-12) M (12-14) L (14-16) 21MH239 £215
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Artesanal wool embroidered Belt: Hand made...
hecho amano. The beauty of these belts is a
combination of geat colours, quality of the raw
materials and fine design, but what makes them
trully wonderful is the level of artisanship. Comes
in its own special cotton embellished bag all put
together with a lot of care, taste and that little bit of
magic. Made in Peru 2 Sizes S/M M/L
21PIMBel302 Scarlet
21PIMBelt304 Deep Blue
£75

Amarita wool embroidered belt: Embroidered by
hand in exquisite detail and colours 		
2 Sizes S/M, M/L
£65 21PIMbel300
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Ziggy’s zipper alpaca multicolour cardi Ziggy cropped light weight alpaca cardi with zipper and two side
pockets. It is full of delicious colours and asymmetrical patterns, this contributes to a unique and lively style.
This can be dressed up or dressed down. Perfect little jacket with zippered front... 			
3 Sizes: S Chest (Size 8-12) 106cm, M (14-16) 116cm, L(18-20) 126cm 21MH261 £250
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Jenny’s two toned grey wool cropped cardigan A shorter version of our bestselling style, this time in a
wonderful charcoal with multicoloured stripes. This cosy piece has a slightly fluted shape and pockets you can
plunge your hands into on chilly walks. Hand knit in Ecuador, (of course), from Peruvian wool and finished
with eco-friendly tagua nut buttons.. Luxurious 100% Peruvian wool. 3 Sizes: S Chest (Size 8-12) 108cm,
M (14-16) 124cm, L(18-20) 140cm 21MH253 £239
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Flowerpatch Vintage wool oversized wrap An oversized wrap handknit with big flower patches in different
stitches mixed with blocks of muted vintage colours. 100% soft Peruvian wool, the original classic amano
shape, loads of room, pockets that can fit a house in; this is classic comfort food in clothing all dressed up, or
down ready to go places, or not. 2 Sizes: chest s/m (10-14)120cm m/l (16-20) 140cm Length 77-80cm
21MH236 £239
All sorts of info and possibilities online www.foreveramano.com

Rainbow left overs vintage PO Vintage coloured rainbow pullover, muted soft colours cleverly arranged to
give depth and subtlety to the pulli. Side splits and a wide neck means the fit is loose and easy. Don Miquel,
our supplier in Ecuador, loves this pullover as it uses up the remnant yarn or left overs. 			
3 Sizes: S (10-12) M (12-14) L (14-16) 21MH239 £215
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Jenny’s blueberry wool cropped cardigan A shorter version of a bestseller of ours, this time crafted with
multicoloured stripes set in a rich blueberry yarn. This piece has a slightly fluted shape, roomy pockets and
fabulous eco-friendly tagua nut button. Made from our luxurious pure Peruvian wool. Luxurious %100
Peruvian wool. 3 Sizes: S Chest (Size 8-12)108cm, M (14-16)124cm, L(18-20)140cm 21MH238
£195
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Flowerpatch Vintage wool oversized wrap An oversized wrap handknit with big flower patches in different
stitches mixed with blocks of vibrant bright colours. 100% soft Peruvian wool and the original classic amano
shape, loads of room, pockets that can fit a house in; this is classic comfort food in clothing all dressed up, or
down ready to go places, or not. 2 Sizes: chest s/m 10-14 120cm m/l 16-20 140cm Length 77-80cm
								20MH224 £239 £195
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Jude wrap comes in multi or the tonal. Vintage
amano motifs reworked for a modern takewith f
air isle tipped cuffs and collar. Working off basic
under stated shapes. Making essential pieces,
colourful everyday options. Soft 100% Peruvian
wool yarn. Hand knit in Ecuador. 			
3 Sizes: chest S 108cm M 124cm L 140cm
AW18MH4 Multi AW18MH4 Tonal (opposite page)
£235
Fairisle Coatigan Turquoise and Blueberry Circus
Coatigan wonderful colours all over the place,
so much fun, something to really enjoy; Tagua
buttons, two big pockets.
21MH222 Turquoise
21MH223 Blueberry £225

Amethyst and Silver Teardrop
Earrings Amethyst stone: 6mm x
8mm £40 GSE16 AF
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Call for love and care

Free postage over £50

01457 761230
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Multi

Chrysoprase and
Silver Teardrop
Earrings £27
HE27 CHRY

Tonal

Traders Blanket PO Based on a classic amano Pulli from the early 90’s that seems to be as popular today as it
was then. Everyday sweater, but with stunning colours in the tonal above or the multi top right. This is what
you reach for when you need some you time. Makes you feel alive and good.Soft 100% Peruvian wool yarn.
Hand knit in Ecuador. 4 Sizes: chest S 108cm M 120cm S 128cm L 136cm
£225 20MH228 Tonal
20MH229 Multi
26
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Tonal

Betty Cardi Classic V necked
cardi knit in cool earthy tones in
chunky amano wool yarns. This
stripe pattern has been with us for
as long as Betty has knit with us
in Ecuador. She’s the best sample
knitter we have and was very happy to have her name put towards
this fun cardi. Soft 100% Peruvian
wool yarn. Hand knit in Ecuador.
4 Sizes: chest S 108cm M 120cm
S 128cm L 136cm
21MH243 Tonal 20MH238 Multi
£215

Blue Chalcedony
silver drop
earrings
embellished
with faceted
‘cushion cut’
stones £81 PE276
Chalcedony

Multi

Tonal
Call for love and care

Free postage over £50

01457 761230
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(B)

(A)
Finnegans wrap (A) comes in a charcoal or denim
(see website) Soft 100% Peruvian wool yarn. Hand
knit in Ecuador. 2 Sizes: chest S/M 124cm M/ L
(C)
140cm £195 AW19MH50
People’s wrap (B) comes in a soft grey Soft 100% Peruvian wool yarn. Hand knit in Ecuador. 2 Sizes:
chest S/M 124cm M/ L 140cm £195 AW19MH50
Fleurie Wrap (C) Colourful wrap in super soft alpaca, oversized, big pockets, comfy..Soft 100% Peruvian
alpaca. Knit in Peru. One sizes: chest 135cm length 70cm £195 20ap260
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

Patch flower PO (A) comes in a soft grey Soft 100% Peruvian wool yarn. Hand knit in Ecuador. Playful floral
patch work, complimentary colour pallet of vibrant and soft tones. Boxy oversized shape, with feature ribbed
colour and trims, stepped hem with side slits. 2 Sizes: chest S/M 124cm M/ L 136cm £195 £140 20MH227
Allie PO (B)Colourful collar, with fluted shape .Soft 100% Peruvian alpaca. Knit in Peru. 2 Sizes: chest S/M
108cm M/ L 116cm £195 £140 20AP242
Portrait wrap (C) Colourful wrap in super soft alpaca, oversized, big pockets, comfy..
Soft 100% Peruvian alpaca. Knit in Ecuador. 2 Sizes: chest S/M 132cm M/ L 140cm £195 AW19H52
Zooey wrap (D) Colourful wrap in super soft alpaca, oversized, big pockets, comfy..Soft 100% Peruvian
alpaca. Knit in Peru. 2 Sizes: chest S/M 130cm M/ L 140cm £195 £140 20AP244
Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Sula jacket Dev Coat
Loose fitting coat
in vibrant colours,
loomed in India. 100%
Wool, 2 sizes S/M
(10-14) and L/XL
(14-18) SJPW2104
£210

Dev Coat Loose
fitting coat in vibrant
colours, loomed in
India. 100% Wool,
2 sizes S/M (10-14)
and L/XL (14-18)
£240 3 colourways

Red Paisley DJWAW2103

Denim Spirals DJWAW2101
30

Opal green and ruby DJWAW2102
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Velvet fuschia embroidered belt bag
Beautifully crafted velvet bag, attached to classic
embroidered belt, can be worn on shoulder or
waist. A piece of art. 21PIMBag305 £75
Wave wrap Returning to our roots with the
ethnic inspired graphic design in a crisp navy
and cream. Two big pockets as always.
Soft Peruvian Wool. Knit in Ecuador. One size :
chest 130cm 20MH232 £150

MWSAWGF Giant flowers

MWSAWLE Leela

MWSAWML Leaves

MWSAWBF Butterfly field

Merino multi colour scarf 100% Merino Wool. knit in Rajasthan. One size 67cm x 184cm
Call for love and care

01457 761230

£68
31

Big grey two tone crochet wool wrap
21MH247 £225

32
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Amethyst and Silver Teardrop
Earrings (A) Striking
silver fan shaped earrings
with wirework detail and
embellished with natural
turquoise tubular stones.
£108 PE293 T
Blue Chalcedony and Silver
Teardrop Earrings (B) £27
HE27 BL CH
Turquoise and Silver Telsum
Earrings (C) Sterling silver
and turquoise earrings
inspired by a tribal design
from Ethiopia
£73
PE65 T

Big navy crochet wool
wrap This piece has a crafty
crochet pattern on the back,
reminiscent of those vintage,
hippy styles we all still love.
Perfect for adding some colour
to your life and keeping you
warm in the process. Great
for wearing on walks in
dramatic nature, or just in your
garden on chilly mornings.
Crafted from Peruvian wool
by our knitters, way up in the
Ecuadorian mountains. in
100% pure wool. 3 Sizes: S
Chest (Size 8-12) 108cm, M
(14-16) 124cm, L(18-20)
140cm 21MH246
£225

Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Quilted Dressing Gown. This is large and designed to be just that... large. 100% Cotton, with light soft cotton
quilting, cut for both men and women and hand blocked in India. One size Chest 150cm x 138cm £195
21CC344
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Roses

Candy

Snowie

Finn

Gabriel

Jude tonal

Beanie hats and fingerless gloves 100% Wool £35 beanie £35 for gloves

Belt and bag Anita Snyder
Beautifully woven cotton
bag, attached to simple belt,
can be worn on shoulder
or waist. A piece of art.
21PIMBag304 £65
Call for love and care

01457 761230

‘Tuareg’ Earrings,
sterling silver
handmade engraved
drop earrings.
£102 PE161
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Legacy Blanket Hand knit super sized blanket, something that you pass from generation to generation.
Stunning collaboration between design and colour. Stars, flowers, moons, sunflowers... a wonderful
collection of colourful symbols.. 100% soft Peruvian wool, hand knit in Ecuador. One size: 120cm x 160cm
AW20MH-BL £260
36
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Patch hand oversized wrap Our
design signature is the amano hand,
which covers the back of this oversized
colourful wrap. Hand crafted in
Ecuador from pure Peruvian wool this
cosy piece is a future classic. It’s easy
to style and is sure to bring in admiring
glances thanks to its wonderful use
of colours. 100% soft Peruvian wool,
hand knit in Ecuador.
3
Sizes: S Chest (Size 8-12) 108cm, M
(14-16) 124cm, L(18-20) 140cm
21MH237 £195

Bobby’s Bobble
alpaca snood, full
of texture and great
alpaca softness.
£55 21MH271 Burnt
orange
21MH272 Soft grey

Call for love and care

01457 761230
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Mis-Matching Socks

Socks are made in the USA.
All the cotton used in the
production has been reclaimed
from either the offcuts from the
factories or discarded from the
charity shops. The fabric is then
ripped and shredded, then spun
into yarn again to be made into
socks for you.
62% Cotton, 22% Polyester,
15% Nylon, 1% Lycra
MIS002 £19.00

Gemstone

Tulip

Raspberry
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Ready to shop?
How to order
If you like what you see, there are several ways to place an order with us.
Via our website - simply visit www.foreveramano.com and start shopping!
By phone - Call us on 01457 761 230. Mon-Fri 8am-10pm/ Sat-Sun 11am-5pm, If there’s no answer we will get
back to you very quickly.
By post- Send your order and a cheque or payment details to Amano, 3rd Floor, Cheetham Mill, Park St., Stalybridge,
Cheshire, SK15 2BT
Have a question? Just want to say hello? You can contact us by any of the means above or simply send an email to
james@foreveramano.com

Returns
You have 30 days to decide whether you want to keep your Amano order, but if you need some more time, please just
give us a call or send us an email.
If you decide to return an item, we strongly advise sending your parcel tracked, and keeping proof of postage. Sadly
we cannot accept any responsibility for return items that fail to reach us. On the rare chance your order is faulty or
damaged please contact us and we will arrange for a free return.

How to care for your Amano
Our knitwear is designed to last a lifetime, (a future heirloom, if you will), and with the right care you can keep your
Amano piece for decades to come.
Always dry clean your Amano knitwear or handwash if using a mild, low impact detergent. Human hair shampoo is a
great option, whereas products like Woolite should be avoided as all costs. They are far too harsh for our soft yarn.
Wash gently and dry flat. Avoid handing, brushing or twisting the garemnt in any way, as this will cause the shape to
distort, which you definitely don’t want!
You can also check your item’s care label for specific washing instruction.
Trade Descriptions Act

We take everycare that the description and specification of our
products are correct. However the descriptions and specifications
in this catalogue are not intended to be binding and intended as
only a general description of the products. Colour reproduction
is as accurate as printing technology allows but occasionally slight
differences may occur. Prices and offer are valid until 30th Nov
2021

Data Protection Act

Our data collection and storage is governed by the UK Data Protection Act.
We may occasionally swap our mailing list with other like minded companies whose products we
think will be of interest. Your details will not be added to their mailing list unless you request it.
However if you do not wish us to share your details please tick this box and we will make sure your
details are not made available in this way.
If you do not wish to receive any further mailings from forever amano, please email james@foreveramano.com and we will remove you from our list.

Forever Amano is the trading name of BDCT Ltd. Reg. 8398789, in England and Wales.
Reg. address 3-4 Church Mews, Churchill Way, Macclesfield SK11 6AY. Forever amano trades at 3rd Floor, Cheetham Mill, Park St. Stalybridge, Cheshire
SK15 2BT VAT number 932794593

If undelivered please return to: Forever Amano, 3rd Floor,
Cheethams Mill, Stalybridge, Cheshire, Sk15 2BT. Please
recycle me or give me to a friend!

Loopy multicoloured alpaca waistcoat
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